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Present job
Start from 2000, surgeon in private clinic

Education
1972-1979
SGSS Form 1 to Form 7
1979-1984
Hong Kong University Faculty of Medicine
1990
Fellowship in the Royal College of Surgeons of Edinburgh
1991
training in Plastic Surgery in United Kingdom

Previous jobs
1985-1990 Medical Officer in Department of Surgery in Queen Elizabeth Hospital
1991-1998 Senior Medical Officer and in-charge of the Burn Unit, Breast Clinic and

Plastic Surgery Clinic in Queen Elizabeth Hospital
1998-2000 Resident Surgeon at Hong Kong Baptist Hospital

Family
1990 Married
1993 the son was born
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Present job
N-dynamic Market Research & Consultancy Ltd—Managing Director

Education
Hong Kong Polytechnic—Higher Diploma in Marketing
University of Strathclyde (UK) —Master of Philosophy in marketing
University of Leicester (UK) —Master of Science in Finance

Previous jobs
1982-1991 Embry HK Ltd. /Bates Advertising /Readers’ Digest

Association (Far East) Ltd.
1991-2001 Hutchison Telecom Ltd./PCCW Ltd.
2001-2002 PCCW Ltd Shanghai office
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Present job
N-Dynamic Market Research & Consultancy Ltd—Managing Director

Education
Hong Kong Polytechnic —Higher Diploma in Marketing
University of Strathclyde (UK) —Master of Philosophy in marketing
University of Leicester (UK) —Master of Science in Finance

Previous jobs
1982-1991 Embry HK Ltd. /Bates Advertising /Readers’ Digest

Association (Far East) Ltd.
1991-2001 Hutchison Telecom Ltd./PCCW Ltd.
2001-2002 PCCW Ltd Shanghai office
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Our school badge is basically a heater-shaped

shield with the various symbols arranged on it, and a

scroll bearing our Latin Motto beneath the shield.

Central to the design of our school badge is an open

book upon a blue background. Books are very com-

mon symbols appearing in the badges of schools and

universities or other institutes of learning, because

they are universal symbols of knowledge. The book

in your badge is an open book, implying that is should

be read and used. Therefore, I want to remind you,

fellow students, the primary purpose of your being

in this very fine school is the acquisition of

knowledge. So make good and full use of the knowl-

edge of your teachers and the facilities the school pro-

vides to acquire as much knowledge as you possibly

can while in the school, to equip yourselves well to

face later challenges when you either enter society or

university. But this is not to say that you should com-

pletely ignore the other aspects of school life such as

the many sports and clubs and extra-curricular ac-

tivities offered by the school. But maintain a good

sense of proportion in allotting your time to different

aspects of your school life. Always give your aca-

demic studies your first and foremost priority.

Inscribed on the open page of the book are four

Chinese characters, written in Chuan Shu which is a

style of script in vogue during the Ch’ in Dynasty.

These four characters (�� !) translate as ‘truth

is supreme’. It has more Or less the same meaning as

our Latin Motto ‘Vincit Veritas’ which appears on a

scroll beneath the shield. ‘Vincit Veritas’ translates

as ‘truth conquers’ or ‘truth prevails’. Have you ever

wondered why is it that written on the open pages

are not quotations from Shakespeare, or Einstein’s

famous equation of relativity, but these four simple

characters? Le me tell you. It is because, in life, nei-

ther literature nor science is the most important guid-

ing principle. But ‘truth’ is. Therefore embrace as

your life-long belief and principle honesty, integrity

The Story of Our School Badge
'têáííÉå=Äó=aêK=kÖ=eáå=hïçåÖ=EàçáåÉÇ=pdpp=ëáåÅÉ=NVSPF
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and the upholding of truth. If you do that, you will

always tread on safe and solid ground.

Arranged above the open book, occupying a po-

sition of honour in our school badge, are three

dolphins. The dolphins appearing in our school badge

are drawn in a stylised form conforming to heraldic

conventions, with green bodies and scarlet fins and

tongues. They are not strange creatures as the ill-in-

tentioned or ignorant may tease. They are heraldic

dolphins. Dolphins are sea animals known to man

since historic times. They are agile, kind and gentle

creature of the seas. Countless stories have been told

of how to ship-wrecked at the brink of drowning were

rescued by dolphins. And these stories were not mere

legends. We still read newspaper reports of such in-

cidents from time to time.

The featuring of the dolphins in our school badge

is not purely for aesthetical reasons although I do

think they are very beautiful. They are an allusion to

the fact that Shau Kei Wan was a fishing village many

years ago. But what is more important, I think, is

that they are there to remind us to be kind-hearted

and to be ready to help those in need, just as the dol-

phins at sea come to the rescue of the ship-wrecked

sailors. We are living in an age and world of hi-tech-

nology and computers and ethernets where every-

thing moves rapidly; where emphasis, in my opinion,

over-emphasis, is placed on competition to excel, of

self-attainment, of moving in the fast track and of

earning the most in the shortest time. Very often, we

are carried in this rapid current, so engrossed in our

own achievements and so absorbed in our own prob-

lems that we oblivious to the needs of those less for-

tunate than ourselves. We are even deaf to the cries

for help of those who may be very near us. As stu-

dents of Shau Kei Wan Government Secondary

School, you already belong to a privileged lot. While

I am not asking you to ignore your own interest, I am

asking you to have compassion and empathy for those

less fortunate than yourselves, to be sensitive and re-

sponsive to those crying for help, and to offer your

help freely to those in need but too weak to cry out.

In doing so, you will find that the greatest happiness

comes not from personal achievements, or self-

fulfillment, or academic or social honour, or the ac-

cumulation of wealth, but from helping others and

the knowledge that because of your action, however

trivial or humble, some lives are touched and given

new meaning. Fellow students of my alma mater, in

saying this you tonight, I am also, in no small way,

reminding myself of this important message that our

school badge conveys.

I hope that the next time you wear your badge or

just look at it, three things will come to your mind:

study well, acquire as much knowledge as you can

while in this school; believe in the supremacy of truth,

and that truth will conquer, up-hold truth under what-

ever circumstances; have compassion and offer your

help generously to those in need. If you do that, if we

all do that, we will not have borne our badge in vain.




